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**Title word cross-reference**

3 [103].

-D [103].


2D [308].

3 [104, 309]. 3-D [104, 309]. 38 [142]. 3D [183, 308].

5 [255].

754 [26]. 79 [32].

Abingdon [301]. Abstractions [125].

Access [209, 225]. accidents [165].
Adaptive [179, 210, 214, 296]. Added [113].
Addressable [304]. ADMS [153].
Amdahl [242]. Ames [315]. Analog [212].
Analysis [25, 41, 77, 123]. Animating [122].
Applying [64]. Appreciation [217, 245].
Apprentice [246]. Approach [66, 72, 79, 140, 324, 327]. Approaches


Jukebox [119].
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X [257, 319]. X-MP [257, 319]. Xerox [318].

Zeus [109]. ZS [302]. ZS-1 [302].
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